RETAIL FOOD ESTABLISHMENT
INSPECTION REPORT
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POINTS

MI GALLO GIRO
3721 SERVICE RD
EVANS, CO 80620
(970) 506-3397
June 04, 2019
MAIRA CASILLAS
REGULAR INSPECTION

VIOLATION

VIOLATION
ID

Certified Food Protection Manager

10 pts.

Comment: Facility does not have certified food protection manager, or could not
provide certification at time of inspection. At least one employee that has
supervisory and management responsibility and the authority to direct and
control food preparation and service shall be a certified food protection manager
who has shown proficiency of required information through passing a test that is
part of an accredited program. Correct by next regular inspection. Handout
provided.

02

Procedures for responding to vomiting and diarrheal events

5 pts.

Comment: (Corrected) Facility does not have a plan that meets requirements
for clean-up of illness-related events. A food establishment shall have
procedures for employees to follow when responding to vomiting or diarrheal
events that involve the discharge of vomitus or fecal matter onto surfaces in the
food establishment. The procedures shall address the specific actions
employees must take to minimize the spread of contamination and the exposure
of employees, consumers, food, and surfaces to vomitus or fecal matter.
Provided handout to be posted. Corrected during inspection.

05

Approved thawing methods used

0 pts.

Comment: (Corrected) Observed cow tongue sitting on drainboard side of
food preparation sink during inspection. Foods measured at a temperature of
30F but was not being thawed by one of the approved thawing methods. Food
shall be thawed in one of the following ways: under refrigeration, completely
submerged and with packaging removed under cold running water where it does
not allow any portion of ready-to-eat foods to rise above 41 F, or any portion of
raw animal food to be over 41 degrees for more than 4 hours, in the microwave
or as part of the cooking process, or using any procedure if thawed and
prepared for immediate service. Employee moved cow tongue. Corrected during
inspection.
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